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Igaluk –To Scare the Moon with its own Shadow 
Technical requirements 

 
 
Piece for solo performer playing live electronics. Composed in a polyphonic way, the 
piece gives the performer control over multiple layers of sounds (that we will relate to as 
instruments). The piece must be played on a 88-notes keyboard with extra controllers. 
The keyboard is split in a series of note ranges so that the performer can play 
simultaneously many of the instruments. It is important that the performer familiarizes 
himself with each of the instruments in order to fully understand his role in the music 
making of this piece. 
 
1) Technical requirements: 
 
- Apple computer (min 4gb RAM, Dual-core, 2gb free space) running OS 10.6 or later 

version. 
- Max MSP version 5.1.9 or more recent 
- Native Instruments Kontakt sampler (4.1.3 or more recent) in its VST format 
- 88-note Keyboard (MIDI compliant) with Mod Wheel 
- Sustain pedal (switch pedal that emits values on controller #64) 
- Volume pedal (continuous pedal that emits values on controller #7) 
- 8 MIDI Controllers/Buttons (MIDI ctl #20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31, 32) 
- 1 MIDI fader or modulation wheel (emitting on controller #1) 
- Soundcard with 3 outputs 
- 2 Loudspeakers 
- A pair of headphones to monitor the click track 
 
2) MIDI Interfaces 
 

The incomes notes from the MIDI keyboard are split into 3 regions. Those 3 
regions control 3 different layers of sound. Here are the 3 regions on the keyboard 
and where you can find them on the score: 

 
Keyboard split 

Key Range Instrument controlled On the Score 
A-1 to E1 Chords 15vb bass clef staff 
F1 to F#3 Bass Bass clef staff 
Bb3 to Bb5 EbowSynth Treble clef staff 
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Below is a list of all MIDI controllers required to perform the piece. More 
specifically, MIDI toggles are buttons that have two alternative states. Pushing them 
once will turn them on and send a value of 127. Pushing them a second time will turn 
them off and send a value of 0. In opposition, MIDI buttons have a unique state. 
Depressing them with send a value on 127 while releasing them will instantly return a 
value of 0. It is essential that the controllers identified below respect this behaviour. 
 

MIDI controllers 
Ctl # Type Parameter controlled 

1 (Mod Wheel) Fader or Mod Wheel Master volume 
7 (Volume pedal) Continuous pedal Dark Scratch modulation 

19 Button Chimes trigger 

20 Toggle KickSnare On/Off 

21 Toggle HiHat On/Off 
22 Toggle Glitch On/Off 
23 Toggle PreparedPiano On/Off 
24 Toggle StretchedPiano On/Off 
30 Button Play/Pause 
31 Button Rewind 
32 Button Tap Tempo 
64 Switch pedal Sustain Pedal for Bass 

 
N.B. Both the keyboard and the MIDI controllers should emit on MIDI channel 1 
 

3) Patch 
 

a) Performance patch 
The piece is performed with the help of a Max MSP patch. Please, prior to 

opening the patch, set MaxMSP DSP Status (found under the Option menu) to the 
following values: 
I/O Vector size: 128 
Signal Vector Size: 64 
Scheduler in Overdrive: On (this is essential in order to obtain time accuracy) 
 

On reception of the patch, the performer has to load the Max file named 
XTRA_createKontaktFile.maxpat. This step has to be done once only in order to 
have all required files for the performance. Once the file is loaded, follow the 
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included steps then close the file. This step has to be repeated if the patch is 
loaded on a different computer 

To play the piece, the performer needs to open the file named 
Igaluk_ScareTheMoon.maxpat (highlighted in green) found in the “Patch” folder of 
the package. 
 
b) Patch interface 

Please familiarize yourself with the patch interface in order to obtain, at all 
time (during practice and performance), valuable information on the current state 
of your performance. Note that the performer does not have to click or change 
values in the patch during the performance of the piece (except at initialization). 
The patch interface is there solely to inform the performer of the current state of 
the processes manipulated. Here is a description of each section of the patch: 

 
 
Initialization 

 
 
Once opened, the patch needs initialization. Please follow the steps indicated 
inside the patch. 
 
First, turn on the audio by click the ezdac~ button. When audio is on, the button 
will turn blue. 
 
Secondly, select your version of Kontakt in order to load all dependancies. 
 
When Kontakt is loading, it might ask you to resolve missing samples. To do so, 
click “Browse for folder” (under “Resolve Manually”) and manually select the 
folder called “KontaktInstruments” inside the Patch folder. It should then identify 
all of the missing samples. 
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Wait until the green “Patch Loaded!” message is displayed. The whole 
initialization roughly takes 30-45 seconds. 
 
Transport 
 

 
With the transport section of the patch, you can start and stop a performance 

as well as go to a specific moment of the piece (for rehearsal purpose). Click the 
green button and it will get brighter. This indicates that the performance is 
started. Click on it again and the performance will pause.  

 
The 3 number boxes indicate your current position in the performance. They 

represent (from left to right) the current bar, beat and unit (480 units in a beat). 
When paused, type in a specific bar and beat number to immediately go there. 
This is particularly useful for rehearsing a specific passage of the piece. 

 
The Rwd button bring you back to the very beginning of the performance. 

Please note that when you start from the beginning, there actually are 2 bars of 
pre-roll (count down) before the first bar of the piece. 

 
The Metro? button opens a window that let’s you set your preferred click 

sound. N.B. The click track comes out of the output #3 of your soundcard. 
 
 

 Tempo 
 

 
 

The piece was composed at a tempo of 52 bpm. However, it is possible to 
manually change the speed of the performance by typing in a different tempo in 
the number box.  

 
Also, a tap tempo button (ctl #32) allows the performer to readjust the tempo 

of the piece throughout the performance. Places where the performer should tap 
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the tempo are indicated in the score by accel. or rall. symbols followed by a 
count from 1 to 4. For each of the numbers, the performer should hit the tap 
tempo button. The patch will then calculate the new tempo that just got tapped 
by the performer and will reajust the music accordingly. 
Test Sound 

 
 

Before starting a performance, it is possible to test the whole MIDI-Audio 
system. Depress the top C (C7) note of the keyboard to trigger a test sound. As 
the sound play, the orange button represented above will turn on. 
 
Master Volume 

 
 

The master volume section gives the performer a direct control over the 
volume of the outputted sounds. A fader manually sets it. Two VU meters display 
the loudness of those sounds.  
 

During the performance, the keyboardist should adjust the volume according 
to his/her performance. That is why Midi controller #1 has an effect on the 
master volume. Here is how to calibrate it: 
 
1) Adjust the master volume to the loudest passage: 

a) Go to the loudest passage of the piece: bar 222 beat 1.  
b) Play for 10 or so bars.  
c) Adjust the master volume considering that it should be the loudest 

passage 
d) Play the passage again to confirm the volume you have selected. 
e) Hit the “Max” button in the control section. 

 
2) Adjust the master volume to the softest passage: 

a) Go to the softest passage of the piece: bar 150 beat 1. 
b) Play for 15 or so bars.  
c) Adjust the master volume considering that it should be the loudest 

passage 
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d) Play the passage again to confirm the volume you have selected. 
e) Hit the “Min” button in the control section. 

 
3) Save the “Min” and “Max” value to a preset 

a) Shift + Click on the top left preset button 
b) Next time you load the patch those value will automatically be loaded. 

 
The performer now has control over the dynamic range of the piece through the 
MIDI controller #1 (a fader or the mod wheel). The performer should use that 
control to emphasize the dynamic changes in the different sections of the piece. 
 
Performance representation 
 

 
 

This section of the patch is intended to display information about the 
performance of the piece. Note that the information is divided by staff so that it 
relates to the score.  
 

In the Top Staff section, one can constantly visualize if a particular MIDI 
controller is set to On or Off.  
 

The Treble Staff section present the last played note for the EbowSynth 
instrument. 
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The Bass Staff section informs us on the current bass note played and 
whether the sustain pedal is depressed or not. 
 

The 15vb Bass Staff tells us which chord got last triggered. If the number is 
zero, then the chords are off. 

The Continuous Curve Staff section gives us a representation of the position 
of the MIDI controller #7 (Volume pedal) over the last couple of measures. 

 
 
4) Score 
 The performance score of the piece is constituted of 5 staves. Here is a description of 
the staves and their function in the music. 
 

a) Top Staff 
 

The top staff (2 lines percussion staff) transcribes the part played on the MIDI 
toggles. Each MIDI toggle turns on or off a rhythmical layer in the piece. The 
following table describes the relation between the instrument turned on and off, 
the controller used and the pitch presented on the score: 
 

Top Staff Representation 

Instrument MIDI ctl # 
 

Chimes 19 
 

KickSnare 20 
 

HiHat 21 
 

Glitch 22 
 

PreparedPiano 23 
 

StretchedPiano 24 
 

 
A little arrow over each note beam indicates whether the instrument should be 

turned on (arrow pointing up) or turned off (arrow pointing down) when the 
button is depressed.  
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N.B. On the top staff, the note durations are of no importance. Only the 
onset of the note has to be properly timed. 

 
b) Treble Clef Staff 
 

On the standard treble clef staff is represented the EbowSynth part. When 
depressing an indicated note, a continuous synthesized sound adjusts to the 
incoming pitch. Here, the note durations are of no importance. Only the onset 
of the note has to be properly timed. 
 

c) Bass Clef Staff 
 

On the standard bass clef staff is represented the Bass part. When depressing 
an indicated note, a synthesized bass is played until the key is released. The 
bass instrument is monophonic, which means that depressing a new key while 
one is still held will update the pitch of the bass to that new pitch. Here, the note 
durations are important. The sustain pedal (ctl #64) is used to sustain long 
duration notes that could not be played otherwise.  

 
d) 15vb Bass Clef Staff 

 
The 15va bassa bass clef staff is represented the Chords part. When 

depressing an indicated note, a piano chord is triggered and held until the next 
chord is triggered. Bottom A-1 note stops any triggered chord from sounding. 
Here again, the note durations are of no importance. Only the onset of the 
note has to be properly timed. 

 
e) Continuous Curve Staff 

 
The bottom staff represents the evolution of the volume pedal (ctl #7) 

controlling the DarkScratch instrument.  The continuous curve shows at any 
moment in the piece where the pedal should be positioned between 0 and 127. 
The result is a scratchy sound based on granulation, filtering and distortion of a 
piano sample. Setting the pedal at the minimum sets it to silence, as bringing it 
to its maximum will create a high pitched harsh sound. The general sound of the 
instrument evolves throughout the piece. 

 
f) Tap tempo indications 

 
Just below the continuous curve staff are sometimes indications to accelerate or 
slow down the tempo of the piece. When the performer encounters those, he 
should tap the tempo accordingly to the numbers indicated. Taping slightly 
faster that the current tempo will cause the music to incidentally accelerate. 
Taping the tempo slower will decelerate the tempo of the music. 


